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Legislative Report      November 15, 2019 
Jeannette Oxender 

News at a Glance 

Groups Question Value of District Report Card Letter Grades: The use of A-F grades to rate 
school districts and buildings continued to stir debate at a meeting of the Report Card Study 
Committee tasked with recommending changes to the state's K-12 accountability system. 

Proponents Ask Lawmakers To Adjust, Not Reject School Funding Plan: Backers of an 
effort to overhaul the state's K-12 funding system urged legislators not to "throw the baby out 
with the bathwater" by rejecting the bill outright over district funding projections. 

Backers See Bullying Bill As Way To Curtail Hazing: Proponents asked a House panel to 
advance legislation increasing the criminal penalty for hazing as a way to protect students. Other 
witnesses, however, said the measure's (HB 310) provisions on bullying would be too punitive 
for young students or duplicative of existing law. 

Lawmaker Pushes State To Prepare For Federal School Choice Program: Sen. Huffman 
wants Ohio to be "first in line" to take part in a $5 billion annual federal school choice 
scholarship initiative if it receives congressional approval. 

Religious Expression Bill Passes House: Legislation drawing debate before passing the House 
was HB 164 which bars schools from prohibiting students from engaging in religious expression 
in schools, including on clothing, in assignments and in student groups. 

Divided Ed Board Gives Superintendent Bonus, Raise: The State Board of Education 
approved a $20,000 bonus for the state superintendent of public instruction and hiked his salary 
to $210,000 going forward. 

High School Diploma Seal Plans Move Forward: The State Board of Education’s  Integrated 
Student Supports Committee unanimously advanced a resolution recommending the adoption of 
ten diploma seals for the state's new high school graduation requirements. 

Committee Hearings 

Bills Introduced 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Groups Question Value of District Report Card Letter Grades  

The use of A-F grades to rate school districts and buildings continued to stir debate Wednesday 
at a meeting of a panel tasked with recommending changes to the state's K-12 accountability 
system. 
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The Report Card Study Committee at its second meeting accepted testimony on suggested 
tweaks to the system from several education groups. 

While opponents of the current grading scale argued it is often misunderstood by the public, 
proponents said a move to a new differentiation system would only create more confusion. 

Strongsville schools Superintendent Cameron Ryba, who spoke on behalf of the Buckeye 
Association of School Administrators, said the group supports scrapping the letter grades for 
district report cards. 

He recommended the state instead evaluate whether districts met, did not meet or exceeded 
standards in various measures, with arrows showing whether districts moved in positive or 
negative directions over the past three years. 

"What we believe is that school districts need to be held accountable in their buildings and we 
need to set a standard," he said. "And we need to communicate … whether we exceeded that 
standard, met that standard or did not meet that standard." 

Sen. Peggy Lehner (R-Kettering) asked if the three labels would be too broad to allow for 
meaningful differentiation between various schools and districts. 

Mr. Ryba said the group feared using five or six labels would lead the public to associate them 
with A-F grades. 

Other changes suggested by the BASA included replacing the Improving At-Risk K-3 Readers 
category with one that solely measures a district's performance in meeting the state's Third Grade 
Reading Guarantee. It also recommended eliminating the Prepared for Success category. 

"It's not adding value to the work that we are doing," Mr. Ryba said. 

The use of letter grades did see some support during the hearing. 

Chad Aldis, vice president of Ohio policy and advocacy for the Thomas B. Fordham Institute, 
said the report card should contain "user-friendly information." He said moving to a new 
differentiation system would not further than goal. 

"Because most of us have received A-F grades, almost everyone understands that an A indicates 
superior accomplishment while an F is a red flag and clear distress signal," he said. "Due to the 
widespread use of letter grades, they offer maximum transparency around results." 

"As with overall ratings, the A-F system also helps users avoid misinterpretation," he continued. 
"For instance, under Ohio's former rating system, schools could receive the vague 'continuous 
improvement' rating even if they performed worse than the year before." 
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Anthony Podojil, executive director of the Alliance for High Quality Education, said the letter 
grades have produced "unintended consequences," including public confusion over what 
individual letters mean. 

"Where a C grade really was meant to be meeting expectations and showing progress, for many 
districts a C grade has not meant that," he said. 

Teachers unions also recommended a major overhaul to the current accountability system. 

Jeff Wensing, vice president of the Ohio Education Association, called the existing report card 
"mainly a recitation of standardized test scores." He said the group would unveil its own 
proposal in early December. 

The proposal he said, will suggest an alternative to "arbitrary and misleading district and school 
letter grades" 

"Studies have shown a direct correlation between the letter grade a district receives on the state 
report card and the level of wealth of the district," he said. 

Sen. Lehner said she was "a little bit disturbed" by OEA's plan to release details in the coming 
weeks. 

"We expect to be well down the road of this process by then," she said. 

The lawmaker also questioned what the group would suggest in place of standardized tests and 
letter grades to evaluate districts. 

Darold Johnson, director of legislation for the Ohio Federation of Teachers, said a change is 
needed because "parents and communities have lost faith" in the current report card system. 

"Teachers are also confused and don't have enough information to answer parents' questions," he 
said. 

State Board of Education President Laura Kohler and Paolo Demaria, the state superintendent of 
public instruction, also went before the panel to recap the report card recommendations the BOE 
approved last year. 

Proponents Ask Lawmakers To Adjust, Not Reject School Funding Plan  

Backers of an effort to overhaul the state's K-12 funding system urged legislators not to "throw 
the baby out with the bathwater" by rejecting the bill outright over district funding projections. 
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The measure's (HB 305) fourth hearing in the House Finance Committee again led to questions 
from lawmakers representing poor rural and urban school districts about whether the plan sends 
enough money their way.  
 
A.J. Calderone, superintendent of the rural LaBrae Local School District near Warren, told 
legislators he believes the proposal is an improvement over the current funding system for all 
school districts.  

"As this committee, and collectively the General Assembly, engage in the sausage-making that is 
the legislative process, I implore you to not throw the baby out with the bathwater," he said. 
"Please don't let the pursuit of perfection be the enemy to this very good piece of legislation." 

The hearing was the third in which lawmakers discussed the effort to establish a base cost for the 
typical student in the state under the proposal, which would lead the state to spend an additional 
$1.5 billion on K-12 education over a six-year phase-in period.  

Rep. Jay Edwards (R-Nelsonville) said under the plan a school district he represents with higher 
poverty levels than LeBrae schools and worse report card results would receive less new funding 
per student. 

"Can you see why somebody like me would have serious issues – representing the area I 
represent – serious issues with this school funding plan?" he asked. 

Mr. Calderone said he "absolutely" understood the lawmaker's concerns but argued changes to 
aspects of the plan providing additional funding to districts for students who are impoverished or 
have a disability could address them. 

"I think those categorical things like economically disadvantaged and special ed are probably 
hitting both of our districts pretty hard," he said. "What I would argue though is, unlike any other 
time in our history in this state, we have probably the most comprehensive foundation before us 
that logically and rationally is trying to say this is what it costs to educate kids." 

Rep. Rick Carfagna (R-Genoa Twp.) also encouraged his fellow lawmakers to wait for 
discussions of all aspects of the plan to wrap up before deciding where they stand on the 
legislation. 

"We shouldn't be looking at base cost in a vacuum as the end-all, be-all because factors like 
poverty, transportation, special ed – those are all items that are funded outside of the base cost 
formula," he said. 

Mr. Calderone also urged lawmakers to move forward with new studies to determine the true 
cost of educating students with disabilities, impoverished students and others to better inform the 
funding plan. 
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"I think it's time the General Assembly get those answers on those categoricals," he said. 

Rep. John Patterson (D-Jefferson), who developed the proposal with Rep. Robert Cupp (R-
Lima), said the sponsors remain open to changes that address ongoing concerns about how the 
bill treats impoverished districts. 

"I think there's a consensus it's definitely open to different suggestions to get that right," he said. 

Akron Public Schools Treasurer Ryan Pendleton said he believes the base cost proposal, on its 
own, would improve on the state of school funding in Ohio. 

"I do believe wholeheartedly this begins to address the deficiencies of a formula, or lack thereof, 
currently," he said. 

The House Finance Committee's ongoing review of HB 305 has turned to the split between state 
and local dollars. 

A school administrator and treasurer who helped develop the proposal (HB 305) argued in the 
bill’s fifth hearing that the bill would lead to more equitable, predictable and understandable 
funding for school districts. This hearing marked the first time the panel's discussion focused on 
distribution.  
 
Chardon schools Superintendent Michael Hanlon called the existing funding formula's method 
for calculating a district's local share "so complicated that few people fully understand it." 

He said the current system has led to "severe and inexplicable anomalies in the treatment of 
districts with similar per pupil property and income wealth." 

"In addition, the current model can cause the local share of a district to change even though the 
property and income wealth of a district may have remained virtually unchanged," he said. 

Jared Bunting, treasurer of the Trimble Local School District, said 60% of the local share 
calculation would be based on a district's property values under the bill, while the remaining 
40% would be based on two measures of income – the median federal adjusted gross income and 
the total federal adjusted gross income. 

Rep. James Hoops (R-Napoleon) said he agrees the convoluted nature of the current formula 
represents a problem. 

"How can you assure that, if this thing goes through, that five, six years from now it's not going 
to get more complicated again and we're back in the same situation?" he asked. 
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Mr. Hanlon called the current system "broken," noting that a majority of districts receive fewer 
or more dollars than prescribed by the funding formula due to funding caps or guarantees. 

"I believe that this model that is being proposed through 305 takes us much further toward the 
goal of achieving that stable and understandable funding model for Ohio students," he said. 

Rep. Patterson asked why the plan uses a mix of property and income factors to determine a 
district's ability to fund education locally. 

"It does make sense to use both your property wealth and an income factor because there are 
multiple ways a district can generate local funds," Mr. Bunting said, pointing to property and 
income tax ballot issues. 

Rep. Patterson said developments such as a power plants also could make a district seem 
wealthier than it actually is if the state only considers property values. 

The lawmaker added that under the current system property values going down in one district 
could lead the state to consider another district wealthier, even if it the latter saw no changes in 
income or property values. 

Rep. Patterson said HB305 would bring additional transparency to the state's local share 
calculation, adding that the existing method has been criticized as "a black box" because of its 
complexity. 

Backers See Bullying Bill As Way To Curtail Hazing  

Proponents on Tuesday asked a House panel to advance legislation increasing the criminal 
penalty for hazing as a way to protect students. 

Other witnesses, however, told the House Primary & Secondary Education Committee the 
measure's (HB 310) provisions on bullying would be too punitive for young students or 
duplicative of existing law. 
 
The bill, which would revise the definition of hazing under Ohio law and increase the criminal 
penalty from a fourth-degree misdemeanor to a second-degree misdemeanor, received its third 
hearing before the panel. Hazing leading to "serious physical harm" would be a fourth-degree 
felony. 

Judson Horras, president and CEO of the North American Interfraternity Conference, said his 
organization has worked with the National Panhellenic Conference and parents whose children 
have died from hazing to develop model anti-hazing policies for states to enact. 
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"While the model contains many very important provisions, the top priority is making hazing a 
felony if serious bodily injury occurs," he said in prepared testimony. "Please note, the definition 
of serious bodily injury must include forcing students to consume alcohol to a dangerous level, 
regardless of long-term physical damages." 

He called alcohol and drug use "the very common element" in recent hazing deaths and 
requested a revision to HB310 to make forced use of those substances a felony. 

"Other important provisions include providing students amnesty for calling 911 to seek medical 
assistance," he said. "In most cases involving the death of a student, other students delayed 
calling for help for fear of getting in trouble and it is firmly believed that calling for help 
immediately would have saved the student's life." 

Michael Greenberg, a longtime fraternity volunteer, said in written testimony his son's hazing 
involved sleep deprivation and physical assault. 

"We must enact hazing laws as a deterrent that make the consequences for hazing a criminal 
conviction and show the pitfalls and jeopardy of committing these heinous acts," he said. 

"Universities must not just close organizations and keep the individual students enrolled, they 
must enact a suspension system that shows the real consequences. The more deterrents and 
consequences the less hazing will transpire." 

Elias Smith, chief policy officer for Wright State University's Student Government Association, 
said hazing can lead to poor social, emotional and physical health outcomes for students. 

"All of these negative consequences negatively impact students' education, often times resulting 
in a decline in grades and coursework," he said. 

Portions of the measure focused on K-12 bullying issues, however, faced more pushback from 
interested parties. 

The bill would require districts or schools to take disciplinary action ranging from detention to 
expulsion against students who commit bullying, harassment or intimidation. It also requires an 
administrator to conduct an investigation upon receiving a report of such an incident, among 
other provisions. 

Tim Johnson, a policy advocate for the Ohio Poverty Law Center, called bullying "a scourge that 
can plague students throughout their school experience" but questioned whether the bill would 
eliminate the behavior. 

Mr. Johnson said in written testimony punishments required under the proposal could put 
additional strain on students' families and disrupt their learning. He said while some bullying 
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incidents are worthy of punishments, behavioral and emotional supports may be more 
appropriate when the students involved are dealing with unstable home lives, disabilities or other 
challenges. 

"HB310 is obviously well intentioned and has a worthy goal. It is unclear however, that HB310 
will be able to end bullying in schools because nothing in the bill tackles the underlying cause of 
why kids bully," he said. 

"The counseling options offered in the bill are optional rather than mandatory," he continued. 
"HB310 merely removes students from the classroom despite evidence showing that a student's 
greatest predictor of academic success is in being in a classroom." 

The Buckeye Association of School Administrators, the Ohio School Boards Association, the 
Ohio Association of Secondary School Administrators and the Ohio Association of Elementary 
School Administrators also submitted written interested party testimony on the measure. 

The groups said they saw value in provisions directing the State Board of Education to craft 
model policies and best practices around bullying but viewed much of the legislation as 
redundant. 

"We believe most elements of HB310 are already addressed in Ohio law and are part of school 
districts' policies," they said. "We urge you to work with districts to make adjustments within 
their current policies to improve the process without implementing the wholesale changes 
outlined in HB310." 

Lawmaker Pushes State To Prepare For Federal School Choice Program  

Sen. Matt Huffman wants Ohio to be "first in line" to take part in a $5 billion annual federal 
school choice scholarship initiative if it receives congressional approval. 

The Lima Republican on Monday outlined his support for the Education Freedom Scholarship 
program and a measure (SB 199) he is sponsoring to lay the groundwork for the state to 
participate in the effort at a Statehouse news conference.  
 
"When I heard about this, frankly, earlier this year I wanted to be the individual who pushed this 
in the state of Ohio," he said. 

The program, which states could choose not to participate in, would match donations to state-
approved scholarship granting organizations with a nonrefundable federal tax credit. Donations 
would then defray the cost of private school tuition, tutoring or other educational services. 

SB199, which has been referred to the Senate Ways & Means Committee, would help establish 
Ohio's process for certifying nonprofit organizations as SGOs eligible to participate in the 
program. 
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The scholarship initiative, which the U.S. Department of Education has dubbed the "Trump 
Administration's key proposal to expand and improve the education options available to students 
across the country," faces an uncertain future in a divided Congress. It also already has picked up 
key opponents in Ohio, including union groups. 

Former Ohio Education Association President Becky Higgins previously said the proposal would 
shift additional funding to private schools, "denying public school students the resources and 
support they deserve." 

Melissa Cropper, president of the Ohio Federation of Teachers, said members of the union 
"strongly oppose" what she referred to as a "voucher expansion plan." 

Although the future of the program remains uncertain at the federal level, Sen. Huffman said he 
views having enabling legislation waiting in place at the state level as important. 

"We want to be first in line, or among those that have this in place, when this legislation passes," 
he said. "Maybe it won't be during this Congress, but perhaps during the next Congress it will 
pass." 

Sen. Huffman stressed that participating in the program would not lead to any costs or tax 
changes at the state level. 

Frank Brogan, assistant secretary for elementary and secondary education at the U.S. DOE, said 
states are given flexibility in how dollars drawn down through the program can be used and if 
they want to participate at all. 

"Part of the beauty of it is, there are not tremendous entanglements involved in its distribution," 
he said. 

Aaron Baer, president of Citizens for Community Values, said implementing the program would 
help the state build upon the passage of the budget (HB 166), which he called "one of the 
greatest expansions of school choice and educational opportunities for families in our state's 
history." 
"We think we're just getting started there to ensure that every family has access to an education 
that best meets their need," he said. 

Religious Expression Bill Passes House 

Legislation drawing debate before passing the House was HB 164 which bars schools from 
prohibiting students from engaging in religious expression in schools, including on clothing, in 
assignments and in student groups. It passed 61-31. 
 
"This bill is not an expansion but rather a clarification of those liberties already afforded our 
students in the constitution and seeks to remove ambiguity for our schools, who are often 
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confused about what students can and cannot do with regard to religious expression," said 
sponsor Rep. Tim Ginter (R-Salem). 

Democrats said the measure is unnecessary because of existing protections on the free exercise 
of religion but could tie the hands of school officials in some cases. 

Rep. Catherine Ingram (D-Cincinnati) said she was concerned students would use it as an 
opportunity to cut class for religious student groups, and schools wouldn't be able to stop it. 

"We're talking about instructional time that should not be disrupted," she said. 

Divided Ed Board Gives Superintendent Bonus, Raise  

The State Board of Education on Thursday approved a $20,000 bonus for the state 
superintendent of public instruction and hiked his salary to $210,000 going forward. 

In an 11-5 vote, the panel gave its OK to a resolution approving a 2.75% raise retroactive to June 
23 after accepting an amendment that added the bonus for the 2018-19 academic year. The 
change also removed the possibility of Superintendent Paolo DeMaria earning a similar bonus in 
years to come. 

The measure also includes pay adjustment of $15,215.59 to set the superintendent's new yearly 
salary without the possibility of a bonus at $210,000 retroactive to July 1. 

The move marks a dramatic departure from the unanimous decision of the board's Executive 
Committee to recommend a 2.75% raise and no bonus for Mr. DeMaria in late July. If the full 
board followed that recommendation, the superintendent's salary would have increased to 
$194,784 

"I do feel that the Executive Committee got that wrong," said District 9 board member Stephanie 
Dodd, who offered the amendment, which also set a Jan. 31 deadline for a new evaluation of the 
superintendent's performance. 

Opposition to the shift away from the committee's initial decision was led by District 8's John 
Hagan, a member of the panel. 

Mr. Hagan said he polled "a handful" of board members and found five who wanted to select a 
new superintendent. 

Ultimately, he was joined in voting against the compensation resolution by District 2's Kirsten 
Hill, District 4's Jenny Kilgore, District 5's Lisa Woods and District 7's Sarah Fowler. 
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Ms. Fowler, who also sits on the Executive Committee, said she continues to have concerns 
about Mr. DeMaria's willingness to communicate with board members, effectively convey the 
BOE's positions to lawmakers and ability to provide requested documents in a timely fashion. 

"For me those are still very valid concerns," she said. 

The board also voted 11-5 to reject an amendment offered by Ms. Fowler to delay the 
$15,215.59 pay adjustment until July 1, 2020, after the board had a chance to re-evaluate the 
superintendent's performance in the coming months. 

Board President Laura Kohler said the salary increase would bring Mr. DeMaria's compensation 
"in line with those in similar positions both nationally and here in Franklin County." She said the 
new compensation structure also ends the "problematic process" of awarding the bonus. 

At-large member Eric Poklar dismissed the idea that Mr. DeMaria should not receive a pay 
increase because certain members of the board want to replace him. He said "at any given time, I 
just assume that kind of 25% of the constituency wants the head of the superintendent, regardless 
of who they are." 

"From my perspective, he is doing what this body has asked him," he said. "He is doing a great 
job under really difficult circumstances." 

The board also voted 13-3 to approve a separate resolution laying out areas for improvement for 
the superintendent after striking redundant language related to his compensation. The panel also 
rejected an amendment offered by Ms. Hill to require Mr. DeMaria to provide monthly financial 
statements on the Department of Education and BOE to the board. 

High School Diploma Seal Plans Move Forward  

A State Board of Education panel on Thursday continued its efforts to develop a system of 
diploma seals for the state's new high school graduation requirements. 

The Integrated Student Supports Committee unanimously advanced a resolution recommending 
the adoption of ten seals for: 

• Industry-recognized credential. 
• College-ready. 
• Military enlistment. 
• Citizenship. 
• Science. 
• Honors diploma. 
• Technology. 
• Community service. 
• Fine and performing arts. 
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• Student engagement. 

The resolution also recommends the board integrate the existing OhioMeansJobs-readiness and 
biliteracy seals into the new system. 

Sarah Wilson, program administrator for the Department of Education's Center for Teaching, 
Leading and Learning, said requirements for the community service, performing arts and 
engagement seals would be determined locally. 

Although requirements for the remaining state-defined seals are largely prescribed by law, Ms. 
Wilson said the department's work to develop additional guidelines around the military, industry-
recognized credential and technology seals is ongoing. 

The legislature required the board to implement the seal system via a portion of the budget (HB 
166) that established new high school graduation requirements.  
 
The measure mandates students earn at least two seals, one of which must be state defined, to 
qualify for graduation starting with the class of 2023, among other requirements. 

Though state law requires the board to implement the seal system, members of the committee 
still raised questions about its appropriateness. 

District 11 board member Meryl Johnson said the move away from the old graduation 
requirement system was spurred by concerns that a focus on standardized tests would leave many 
students behind. 

"With this complicated stuff, I'm afraid it's going to be the same way," she said of the 
requirements for the new seals. 

Paolo DeMaria said the various seal options are available to students for a reason. 

"Let's find the seals that work best for them," he said. 

At-large board member Reginald Wilkinson said he worried about the consistency of the 
program statewide. 

"How do you ensure what happens in Noble County is similar to what happens in Lucas 
County?" he asked. 

Mr. Wilkinson said he also hopes there is "some rigor attached to achieving the seals." 

Ms. Wilson said requirements for earning state-defined seals will remain consistent among the 
state's various school districts. 
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Board Vice President Charlotte McGuire said she hopes the panel's vote helps lead to 
implementation of graduation requirements that remain in place for many years. 

"We're at a point in the state of Ohio where we need to stabilize graduation requirements," she 
said. 

Committee Hearings 

House Primary & Secondary Education  

Tim Johnson, a policy advocate for the Ohio Poverty Law Center, said the measure is needed to 
help educators offer proper instruction to their students. 

"When records are not transferred in a timely manner, teachers and school administrators are 
unable to provide students with the most appropriate education possible," he said. "Students may 
spend weeks in an inappropriate classroom setting or the school may be failing to address certain 
needs of a student because they do not know that need exists." 

He said parents are "often left without any recourse" in such cases, adding that they sometimes 
are forced to seek legal aid. 

"Not having a student's records is frustrating for parents and educators alike but ultimately it is 
the student who suffers," he said. "Students are the ones who deal with the consequences and are 
further subjected to circumstances that are beyond their ability to control. It is not unreasonable 
to require schools to transfer records in a timely manner." 

Taylor Burns, a staff attorney with Advocates for Basic Legal Equality, said setting a deadline 
for the transfer of student records would be "critical for the meaningful and appropriate 
education of children with disabilities," among other student populations. 

"As a state, we must act to ensure that our increasingly mobile student populations are served 
through the transitions in their lives," she said. "Timely transferring records can provide some 
amount of stability by ensuring consistency and continuity during what can be a very stressful 
time for students." 

Rep. Patterson asked if any school districts in the state still use paper records. 

Ms. Burns said in her experience, student records are mostly kept in an electronic format. 

HB 111 STUDENT RECORDS (Ingram, C.) To require that public and private 
schools transmit a transferred student's records within five school days. 
CONTINUED (3rd Hearing-All testimony) 
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Rep. Patterson said paper records lead to additional "complexity." He questioned whether the bill 
could apply only to electronic documents. 

Mr. Johnson said he would support the bill continuing to apply to records in all formats. 

Rep. Sara Carruthers (R-Hamilton) asked if parents could simply provide schools with needed 
documentation after their students transfer. 

Ms. Burns said parents of students with disabilities are often "inundated with paperwork" and 
may not always have such documents at hand. 

Rep. Joe Miller (D-Amherst) said he worries establishing a hard deadline could make things 
"messy" for school districts and lead to a flurry of lawsuits. 

Stephanie Eichenberg, president of the Toledo Public Schools Board of Education, said the lack 
of a statewide deadline currently can harm students who transfer to new districts. 

"Without the official transcript of the classes a student has completed, our district is unable to 
credit these students for their coursework," she said. "The net result of other districts not 
transmitting records is that we have some students who do not graduate on time, not because 
they've haven't taken the classes required, but because we cannot credit for them for work done 
at their prior school." 

Chair Rep. Don Jones (R-Freeport) said he is "conflicted" about the measure. He said while 
districts may need to withhold records as a tool to encourage students' families to pay fees, he 
does not want to see children punished for their guardians' unwillingness or inability to pay. 

Sponsor Rep. Jon Cross (R-Kenton) said the bill would help protect students' personal 
information. 

"The proposed legislation gives school systems the ability to require software companies and 
cloud service companies that they contract with to adhere to rules that protect students' data," he 
said. 

HB 310 SCHOOL BULLYING (Greenspan, D.) To enact the "Ohio Anti-Bullying 
and Hazing Act" with regard to school discipline and bullying and hazing 
policies at public schools and colleges. CONTINUED (See separate story) 
(3rd Hearing-All testimony) 

HB 333 STUDENT RECORDS (Cross, J.) To permit public schools to enter into 
agreements with third parties to provide digital student record storage, 
management, and retrieval. CONTINUED (1st Hearing-Sponsor) 
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The lawmaker said the proposal was necessitated by an increase in online tools available for use 
in education. 

"Teachers and administrators are being bombarded at conferences, through email and print by 
vendors promoting their products as a vehicle to enhance student learning, improve test scores 
and more," he said." As a result, teachers and administrators are clamoring to get access to this 
technology, often without understanding the darker implications of using these products." 

He said under the measure, companies would not be able to use student data for any purposes 
outside of their contract with school districts or keep such data after the agreement expires. The 
bill also would prevent firms from using student information for targeted advertising. 

Rep. Carruthers asked if districts have encountered problems with such contracts in the past. 

Rep. Cross said district officials view topics related to student data and technological services as 
"continuing, challenging issues." 

Rep. Miller asked if the legislation might limit student and educator access to helpful programs. 

Rep. Cross said the bill would give districts the ability to better negotiate with companies. He 
said it also could "weed out" firms intending to use student data in an improper way. 

House Commerce & Labor 

Sponsor Rep. Erica Crawley (D-Columbus) said the measure would require water bottle filling 
stations and drinking fountains to be included in newly constructed school buildings. 

Ensuring children have free access to water would help children stay healthy, she said. 

"Adequate water intake has been shown to improve students' classroom focus and academic 
performance. In addition to all of the health benefits of water, when schools install bottle filling 
stations students are more likely to be at a healthy weight, consume more water, and reduce the 
intake of sugary beverages," she said. 

Having bottle filling stations in schools is associated with a decline in the likelihood of students 
being overweight, Rep. Crawley said. A study found bottle filling stations in cafeterias led to 
students nearly tripling their water intake at lunchtime. 

The measure would require new school buildings under the Ohio Facilities Construction 
Commission to include at least two bottle filling stations in each building, at least one drinking 

HB 360 BOTTLE STATIONS (Crawley, E., Hill, B.) To require water bottle filling 
stations and drinking fountains in certain public school buildings. 
CONTINUED (1st Hearing-Sponsor) 
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fountain or bottle filling station on each floor and wing and at least one fountain or station for 
every 100 students projected to attend the school. 

"The cost of installing these bottle filling stations is relatively neutral as schools are already 
required to install one water fountain per 100 students," Rep. Crawley said. "This legislation 
requires two of those be bottle filling stations. It is completely up to the school district as to the 
make, model, and specifications of bottle filling stations and water fountains. This legislation 
also ensures equity in both rural and urban areas that all new schools receive the same quality 
water access." 

Fellow sponsor Rep. Brett Hillyer (R-Uhrichsville) said the most important aspect is that giving 
students access to water gives students better choices. 

Younger people are likely to carry water bottles along with them throughout the day, he said. 

"By updating this code section, we are updating health trends throughout the population," he 
said. 

Rep. Crawley told Rep. Mary Lightbody (D-Westerville) the filling stations can cost as little as a 
few hundred dollars. 

Local Government, Public Safety & Veterans Affairs  

"This crucial piece of legislation would establish the Ohio School Marshal Program and echoes 
many of the same points as the Governor's School Safety Plan," sponsoring Sen. Frank Hoagland 
(R-Adena) said. "The School Marshals would also work hand in hand with the Governor's 
recently established Ohio School Safety Center." 

The School Marshal Program would work in conjunction with the Department of Public Safety 
director to appoint a Chief School Marshal as well as 16 Regional School Marshals that would 
oversee the safety and security planning for school districts within their region, he explained. 

Each School Marshal would be required to be either a licensed peace officer or a veteran of the 
U.S. Armed Forces and have completed any additional training requirements established by the 
Director or the Chief School Marshal to be considered for this program. School Marshals would 
also be required to complete an approved weapons training recertification on a quarterly basis. 

"We currently rely on educators and administrators to plan, coordinate, and conduct school 
safety procedures as well as required practice drills. SB147 would take this burden off of school 
officials – educators, who were trained to provide a proper education – and put the responsibility 
of school safety tasks on the School Marshals," Sen. Hoagland said. "These individuals will have 

SB 147 SCHOOL MARSHALS (Hoagland, F.) To create the Ohio School Marshal 
Program. CONTINUED (1st Hearing-Sponsor) 
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the appropriate background education and experience in order to assess, adapt and implement 
school safety plans and drills throughout the schools in their region." 

The marshals would coordinate efforts with other state and local agencies with the goal of 
improving communications and responses, he said. 

"The goal of SB 147 is to empower those currently in the school system such as administrators, 
teachers and School Resources Officers to best serve and protect their schools through continuity 
of training and making sure that a certified School Marshal heads their training." 

The sponsor said he plans a substitute version to include a "Safe Keep" option for the School 
Marshals. 

"Working with local school officials and law enforcement, the School Marshal would keep up to 
date on potential threats, including those posed by students or minors throughout their region or 
neighboring region," the sponsor said. "Should a potential threat come to light, either to harm 
themselves or others, the safe keep option would allow law enforcement officers to give the 
minor's family multiple options of securing deadly destructive devices such as a firearm within 
their home without having to remove the items or the minor from the household, as long as 
specified security measures are put into place." 

Given the state's system of school resource officers and Emergency Management Agency 
initiatives, Sen. Bob Hackett (R-London) questioned whether the proposal would result in "too 
many chiefs and not enough Indians." 

Sen. Hoagland, citing his combat and Air Marshall experience, said the goal would be to 
improve coordination and communications among all the safety players in the state. The marshal 
system would allow for improved "up-to-date intelligence" to be distributed across the state, he 
said. 

Sen. Cecil Thomas (D-Cincinnati) said the proposal raised a lot of questions. "There's a lot of 
discussion that has to take place," he said. 

House Ways & Means 

Rep. Richard Brown (D-Canal Winchester) said his proposal aims to assist low-income families 
who may be unable to pay extracurricular participation fees. 

He said sports and other extracurricular activities encourage physical fitness, team building and 
other positive social benefits. 

HB 375 TAX CREDIT (Brown, R.) To authorize a refundable income tax credit for 
individuals who pay an extracurricular activity fee on behalf of a student 
from a low-income family. CONTINUED (1st Hearing-Sponsor) 
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"A monetary fee should not be a roadblock or an impediment to a student's participation in 
extracurricular activities which foster these positive assets," he said. 

Families within 175% of the federal poverty level could claim one activity fee per child per year 
as a refundable tax credit under the proposal. Those fees, he said, average about $250 per activity 
per child. 

The sponsor called it an "effective tax cut for 61,800 families throughout our state." 

Rep. Doug Green (R-Mt. Orab) asked what happens if a student no longer wishes to participate. 
Rep. Brown, saying he hasn't considered that in detail, said his initial thought is if the money has 
been paid the credit should remain. 

The sponsor told Rep. Powell the best data he has is that about two-thirds of public schools have 
such fees. He said his inclination is to think that wealthier districts are less likely to have such 
fees. 

Senate Ways & Means 

Sen. Kirk Schuring (R-Canton) said his plan would "provide a tool for municipalities and 
townships to improve existing neighborhoods and also in some instances build new 
neighborhoods." 

It would accomplish that by granting permissive authority to establish Neighborhood 
Development Areas or NDAs within a township or municipality's boundaries, he said. Homes in 
that area would be wholly or in part exempt from property tax for a specified period. 

The entity would first adopt a resolution stating the area serves a public purpose of encouraging 
adequate housing development and improving quality of life and that neither would happen 
without the area's establishment. 

"It also stipulates that the NDA will actually generate more new property taxes after the 
exemptions in the NDA expire," Sen. Schuring said. "To that end, the property tax exemptions 
under the legislation is 100% with school board approval and 70% without." 

He said existing owner-occupied dwellings would be eligible for a five-year exemption for 
improvements of $10,000 or more. For new home construction, meanwhile, homebuilders could 
receive a property tax exemption from the date construction begins until the date the home is 

SB 212 PROPERTY TAXATION (Schuring, K.) To authorize townships and 
municipal corporations to designate areas within which new homes and 
improvements to existing homes are wholly or partially exempted from 
property taxation. CONTINUED (1st Hearing-Sponsor) 
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sold. The homeowner occupying the dwelling would then receive a 10-year exemption, the 
sponsor said. 

The sponsor said he has prepared a substitute bill to offer in the future that emphasizes the 
measure would apply to only owner-occupied dwellings. 

House Insurance 

Rep. Adam Miller (D-Columbus) said in sponsor testimony said the measure would allow 
OPERs and SERS disability pension recipients to run for local office without jeopardizing their 
benefits. 

"We need more people running for local government," he said. "It's low pay and not very 
glamorous but vital to the functioning of our state." 

Rep. Miller said one of his constituents would risk his entire disability pension were he to accept 
a $1,500 per year position on a local school board. 

"This is a disability rights issue," he said. "We are encouraging people to do nothing; and if they 
choose to serve their community, we punish them. The irony here is that there is no absolute 
prohibition on seeking private sector employment with the same loss of pension." 

Senate General Government & Agency Review 

Rep. Derek Merrin (R-Monclova) said his bill "fixes three flaws in ballot language." 

"First, it updates antiquated ballot language by expressing millage in terms of $100,000 of 
market value rather than in $100 increments of tax value. Secondly, requires all tax levies list the 
estimated revenue they will generate annually," he said. "Third, it requires all text size and the 
use of bolded words be uniform." 

Rep. Merrin provided examples to the committee of ballot language he said was confusing due to 
the use of taxable versus market value and potentially misleading as a result of bolded or 
different-sized text. 

HB 326 DISABILITY BENEFITS (Miller, A.) To allow a Public Employees 
Retirement System or School Employees Retirement System disability 
benefit recipient elected to certain offices to continue receiving a disability 
benefit during the term of office. CONTINUED (1st Hearing-Sponsor) 

  HB 76 ELECTION NOTICES (Merrin, D.) To enact the "Ballot Uniformity and 
Transparency Act" to modify the form of election notices and ballot 
language for property tax levies. CONTINUED (1st Hearing-Sponsor) 
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"To compound the problem, $100 taxable value is actually $287 market value due to property 
taxed at 35%. Without that knowledge, voters are automatically misled with current ballot 
language," he said. "Furthermore, it is standard practice by media outlets, local governments, and 
political advertisements to express levies in relation to $100,000 market value. House Bill 76 
updates the law to reflect this standard, common-sense practice. The Ohio House approved this 
measure last session, and both chambers recently approved this language in HB166, state's 
operating budget, this session." 

That language was vetoed from the bill by Gov. Mike DeWine. 

Sen. Tim Schaffer (R-Lancaster) asked the sponsor to respond to concerns from school official 
that it would make levies harder to pass. 

Rep. Merrin said not one superintendent or other local official appeared in committee to testify 
against the proposal in the last and current General Assemblies. "They all know that when they 
talk about levies, they talk about it in terms of $100,000" market value, he said. 

He also argued that by using clearer and more and concise language, local taxing entities could 
see more success at the ballot. 

"When people understand something better…I think you have a better chance of passing a levy," 
he said, adding that the goal is to increase transparency at the ballot box. 

Sen. John Eklund (R-Chardon) said he was concerned about the switch to market value in the 
measure and asked if the sponsor would be amenable to using "assessed value" or another term. 
"I get troubled by mixing and matching," he said. 

The sponsor said the bill was crafted based on how most county auditors present information on 
tax bills. 

"Everything is based off the value of your home," he said. 

Senate Health, Human Services & Medicaid 

Nick Lashutka, president and CEO of the Ohio Children's Hospital Association, said a report 
commissioned by OCHA found Ohio ranks in the bottom half of states in 65% of metrics with 
national ranking data related to child health. The state faces a crisis of mental health among 
children, he said..The proposal would bring a rigorous approach toward quality improvement to 
children's behavioral health. 

HB 12 BEHAVIORAL HEALTH (Manning, D., West, T.) To create the Ohio 
Children's Behavioral Health Prevention Network Stakeholder Group. 
CONTINUED (2nd Hearing-Proponent) 
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"The creation of a Children's Behavioral Health Prevention Network Stakeholder Group is a 
necessary first step to build a comprehensive, cross-sector, integrated system that will facilitate 
social, emotional, and behavioral development," he said. "This stakeholder group will lay the 
groundwork – aiming to work together using rigorous quality improvement science to develop 
specific measurable outcomes across these sectors, improving behavioral health outcomes for 
children." 

He told Sen. Burke that the bill lays out a framework for a "design phase" and that he hoped they 
could move more quickly than 18 months to prepare for the next budget. 

Bob Ammerman, professor of pediatrics at Cincinnati Children's Hospital Medical Center, said 
policymakers and health care providers have focused on treating mental health disorders after 
they have emerged and become entrenched. 

"Our mental healthcare system focuses almost exclusively on treatment that is provided after 
mental health problems reach a level of severity requiring acute intervention," he said. "Such an 
allocation of resources does nothing to reverse the trends of increasing prevalence of mental 
health problems. In the absence of a new approach, we can expect that the costs of mental health 
problems, and the scale of the challenge, will continue to grow. We need to focus on preventing 
behavioral and emotional problems before they become mental health disorders." 

He told Sen. Burke that the state's behavioral health system has not created linked programs 
across settings, with universal and targeted programs that are intentionally monitored. 

"Funding standalone programs alone will always have temporary impacts, but we know what to 
do," he said. "What this network formed by House Bill 12 will do is create this structure to link 
all of these things and create a synergy that has a more lasting impact." 

Susan Bunte, assistant superintendent for Cincinnati Public Schools, said the district offers 
mental health services but those are typically not available until students have reached some sort 
of crisis. Last year, the district began partnering with Cincinnati Children's to determine how 
they could better coordinate services. 

"After several weeks of providing both the structured classroom management support and the 
social skills lessons, we began to see a significant reduction in lost classroom instructional time. 
Students were spending more time in their own classrooms and consequently, less time in other 
placements," she said. "By year's end, lost classroom instructional time had been reduced by an 
average of 40% across the three sites." 

Asked by Sen. Burke about the student wellness dollars included in the budget, she said they are 
using that money to buy materials and hire social workers to teach social skills. 

Sen. Kristina Roegner (R-Hudson) asked if the state needed to create a stakeholder group to get 
entities to work together. 
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"Shouldn't they all be working together on their own already?" she asked. 

While it would not require legislation, it would also be a temporary panel that would not remain 
in the Ohio Revised Code, Mr. Lashutka said. 

Sen. Burke suggested the group provide guidance on measurable outcomes. 

"It sure would be nice to know what well means and to pay people who are doing well," he said. 

Mr. Lashutka said the goal is to recommend three to five outcomes so that the state pays for 
outcomes rather than programs. 

Bills Introduced 

HR 226 LIFE SKILLS (GALONSKI, T.)  
To urge the Ohio Department of Education to institute a mandatory four-year life skills program.  
  

HB 409 STUDENT ATTENDANCE (KOEHLER, K.)  
Regarding student attendance at internet- or computer-based community schools that are not 
dropout prevention and recovery schools.  
HB 410 TEXTBOOK PURCHASES (SWEENEY, B., ANTANI, N.)  

To exempt from sales and use tax textbooks purchased by post-secondary students.  
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